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(3)	If, therefore, Indians gave evidence, it would mean
violation of the community's pledge.
 (4)	The Government has recognized that our refusal to give
evidence before the Commission is based on conscien-
tious grounds.
 (5)	Our refusal to produce, in another court, evidence on
flogging, etc., since we are unable to do so before the
Commission, does not imply weakness on our part.   On
the contrary, we show ourselves the better satyagrahis
for that.   The Government appreciates this attitude,
 (6)	We have been pressing, in recent times, that the Govern-
ment should consult us in regard to measures affecting
us; this demand has been conceded.
 (7)	In view of this, we shall be justified in placing our case
before Sir Benjamin Robertson.
 (8)	The Government has declared its intention to satisfy
us by conceding our demands and introducing necessary
amendments in the law, and it hopes to do so without
delay in the ensuing session of Parliament.
 (9)	In view of this, we should give an opportunity to the
Government to carry out its intention and should post-
pone resumption of satyagraha.
(10)	The Government is bound not to lead negative evidence
*   before the Commission in regard to flogging and other
repressive measures.
(11)	The Government will release the satyagrahis now in gaoL
The Government's position is that whatever it intends to grant,
it will do through the Commission.
If the Government acts in this way, we may hope that this
great struggle is near its end. If it does not, we lose nothing. We
shall be able to show greater strength still. By taking the step we
have done, we have met the wishes of the Viceroy and have refrained
from provoking the local community; we shall not appear to have
treated the advice of our friends and counsellors with contempt
and, if we have to resume the struggle, we shall make our satya-
graha shine all the brighter in the world and expose more effecti-
vely the Union Government's misdeeds and iniquities.
[Fran Gnjarati]
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